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Abstract: An integrated fault diagnosis based fault tolerant longitudinal control system
architecture is proposed for civil aircraft which can accommodate partial or total losses of
angle of attack and/or calibrated airspeed sensors. A triplex sensor redundancy is assumed for
the normal operation of the aircraft using a gain scheduled longitudinal normal control law. The
fault isolation functionality is provided by a bank of 6 fault detection filters, which individually
monitor each of the 6 sensors using robust low order LPV residual generators. In the case of
losses of up to 5 sensors, a fault estimation technique based on LPV estimators can be employed
to reconstruct the missing sensor information necessary for gain scheduling. In the worst case
of a total failure of all 6 sensors, a robust constant longitudinal control law is employed which
ensures a basic longitudinal control performance. The proposed control architecture fulfils the
basic requirements formulated in the Benchmark Problem in the RECONFIGURE project.
Keywords: Flight control system, fault detection and isolation, sensor faults, fault estimation,
fault tolerant control.
1. INTRODUCTION

requirement to accommodate single sensor faults in each
of these sensors [Goupil, 2011].

The normal longitudinal control law for civil aircraft provides high performance operation over the full range of
operating points in presence of various parametric and operational uncertainties. Typically, a gain scheduling based
controller is employed, where the main scheduling parameters are the calibrated air speed (Vc ) and the Mach number
(M ). Occasionally, available estimated inertial information
as the weight (w) and center of gravity position (Xcg ) can
be also used to adapt the controller gains. Additionally, on
Airbus machines, the normal longitudinal law also provides
pitch axis and angle of attack (AoA) (α) protections.

The cases of simultaneous failures of two Vc or two AoA
sensors require the use of more involved fault diagnosis
techniques to isolate the faulty sensors. An individual
monitoring of AoA sensors has been proposed by Ossmann
and Varga [2011] for the detection and isolation of any of
the AoA sensor fault, by using all available measurements
(including Vc ). Thus two or even three simultaneous AoA
sensor faults can be isolated using low order linear parameter varying (LPV) residual generator filters. In this
paper we employ a similar approach for monitoring the
six individual sensors for Vc and AoA, with the difference
that, the designed LPV residual generators for monitoring
the AoA sensor faults do not use measurements from the
Vc sensors, while the designed LPV residual generators for
monitoring the Vc sensor faults do not use measurements
from the AoA sensors. This allows a robust isolation of
all six potential sensor faults and thus provides valuable
information for possible fault estimation.

One of the recent trends in designing flight control systems
is to try to preserve the longitudinal normal law performance even in the presence of faults [Puyou and Ezerzere,
2012] (see also [Oudin et al., 2012] for an alternative
approach in the lateral axis). Thus, by avoiding switching
to the alternate or direct control laws, with limited or even
lost protections, it is aimed to keep the nominal control
performance even in the case of failures, without increasing
the pilot’s workload.
In this paper we address this problematic in the case of
air data sensor faults, and specifically faults in the Vc
and AoA sensors. These two measurements play important
roles both in implementing the robust gain scheduling
based longitudinal control algorithm (e.g., Vc ), but also
for the AoA protection. A triplex sensor redundancy is
nowadays for both Vc and AoA measurements a standard
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As long as at least one sensor in each category is healthy,
the provided measurements can be used to preserve the
normal control law and associated protection. This is in
principle possible, even in the case, when only one sensor
measurement is valid. For example, in the case of failure of
all AoA sensors, the guaranteed healthy measurement of Vc
can be used to build a robust fault estimator of the AoA
sensor faults, which thus can be used to build a virtual
AoA sensor to serve for preserving the AoA protection.
Similarly, a healthy AoA sensor allows to reconstruct the
Vc fault, and thus to build a virtual Vc sensor which can be

used for gain scheduling purposes. These fault estimation
aspects are also investigated in this paper and represent
the basis of a new approach for a fault accommodating
normal longitudinal control law. Alternative methods to
simultaneously estimate Vc and AoA have been recently
proposed in [Seren et al., 2013, Hardier et al., 2013].
The monitoring of simultaneous sensor faults Vc and AoA
is one of the fault detection and isolation (FDI) benchmark
scenarios formulated in the FP7 Project RECONFIGURE
(Reconfiguration of Control in Flight for Integral Global
Upset Recovery). A complementary benchmark scenario
addresses the complete loss of all Vc and AoA sensors. In
such a case, maintaining the longitudinal normal law, with
possibly reduced handling performance (but still providing
altitude hold and level change capabilities), and keeping
the aircraft in a safe region (but without active protection)
appear as reasonable goals for the design of a robust
backup control law. In this paper we also address the
design of a robust backup longitudinal control law based on
a C ∗ -control algorithm, which fulfills these requirements,
without using any gain scheduling.

Fig. 2. Both the nominal controller and the backup controller process the pilot input uP (usually a Nz demmand)
and a set of consolidated measurements ȳ and generate
the actuator command u. While the nominal controller is
usually a gain-scheduled controller using the scheduling
parameters in ρ, the backup controller does not use gainscheduled gains or the scheduling is performed with a
restricted set of parameters (e.g., only w and Xcg ). The
switching from the nominal to the backup controller is
commanded by setting the switching signal from σc = 0
to σc = 1 and only occurs if the full air data sensor
information on Vc and α are lost.
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2. A RECONFIGURABLE LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
In this section we describe the proposed reconfigurable
longitudinal flight control architecture shown in Fig. 1 to
manage the partial or total loss of air data sensors for Vc
and AoA for a civil aircraft. In what follows, we describe
succinctly the functionality of the main blocks.
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Fig. 2. Reconfigurable longitudinal controller.
The Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) System block is
detailed in Fig. 3. Its main functionality is to provide the
necessary fault isolation information to allow the supervisor to issue various reconfiguration commands. The isolation information vector ι, generated by two FDI blocks,
consists of two sub-vectors ια and ιVc with components
set to either 0 (fault) or 1 (no fault), respectively. The
FDI system for each category of signals (i.e., AoA and Vc )
consists of a bank of three detectors, which monitor each
measurement individually. An important requirement for
the monitoring of AoA signals, is that no measurements
from Vc are employed, and similarly the monitoring of Vc
must not use AoA measurements. A further requirement
is the robustness of the fault detection in the presence of
operational point variations and parametric uncertainties.
For this purpose, fault detection filters with gain scheduling (via the signal ρ) are used.

Fig. 1. FDD-based FTC architecture (longitudinal axis)
The open-loop aircraft is equipped with suitable actuators,
to control the primary surface deflections via the input
signal u, and sensors, to produce the measurement signal y.
The wind components d and sensor faults f are exogenous
inputs also acting on the aircraft. In the longitudinal
axis, the components of the control input vector u are
the demanded elevator and stabilizer deflections, while y
includes the main measurements as the air data sensors
for Vc and α (both with triplex redundancy) as well as
measurements used by the longitudinal control algorithm
or the fault monitoring algorithms, as the vertical load
factor Nz , pitch rate q, height h, pitch angle, etc. Several
flight parameters are collected into the vector ρ and
can serve for specific gain scheduling purposes. Typical
components of ρ are Vc , M , w or Xcg .
The Reconfigurable Longitudinal Controller block consists
internally of two interchangeable blocks, as shown in
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Fig. 3. Fault detection and diagnosis system.
The Reconfigurable Signal Consolidation block is detailed
in Fig. 4. Its main functionality is to generate consolidated
measurements of the AoA and Vc signals, based on the
available fault isolation information determined by the
FDD System. The voting based consolidation is employed
if at least one sensor in a category is healthy. For example,

in the case of the AoA sensor with three measurements αi ,
i = 1, 2, 3, this is simply
P3
ιαi αi
(1)
ᾱ = Pi=1
3
i=1 ιαi
where ιαi is the i-th component of ια (see Fig. 3). A similar
formula is used to compute V c .
If all sensors in a category are faulty, then a virtual sensor
can be used, which computes an estimation of the missing
sensory information. The main challenge of building virtual sensors is the requirement for its robustness, i.e., to
compute plausible estimation in presence of variations of
operating point and various parametric uncertainties. This
is why, a gain scheduling approach for the observer design
is necessary. As an example, a solution for a virtual AoA
sensor using healthy Vc measurements for gain scheduling
is described later in this paper.
The decision on which type of signal consolidation to
be used is taken by supervisor, via the switching signals
σs,α and σs,Vc , which are set to 0 or 1, respectively, in
accordance with the available current faulty or healthy
sensor information. The resulting consolidated measurement vector ȳ includes the updated sensory information ᾱ
and V c , as well as the rest of measurements grouped in a
vector y1 .

sensors, and the fault estimation problems for designing
virtual sensors, in the case when all sensors in a category
are lost. The methods we describe are based primarily on
linear synthesis techniques, where the robustness aspect is
addressed by using multiple linearized longitudinal aircraft
models.
3.1 Synthesis of robust LPV residual generators
Consider a set of N linearized models with additive sensor
faults, where the i-th system is described by
(2)

and where x(i) (t) and y (i) (t) are, respectively, the ndimensional state vector and the p-dimensional output
vector of the i-th system, and u(t), d(t) and f (t) are
the mu -, md -, and mf -dimensional control, disturbance
and fault input vectors, respectively. In the case of only
(i)
(i)
sensor faults, Bf = 0 and the matrix Df is formed
from columns of the p-th order identity matrix Ip . We
(i)
(i)
(i)
denote by Gu (s), Gd (s), and Gf (s), the corresponding
transfer-function matrices (TFMs) from the corresponding
plant inputs u(t), d(t) and f (t) to the outputs y (i) (t),
respectively, given for ξ = u, d, and f by
(i)

(i)

(i)

Gξ (s) = C (i) (sI − A(i) )−1 Bξ + Dξ
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The multiple model representation (2) corresponds in
general to N distinct flight conditions characterized by
N distinctvalues of a certain parameter vector ρ, i.e.,
ρ ∈ Π := ρ(1) , . . . , ρ(N ) . Thus, the multiple-model (2)
can be interpreted as the instantiation for ρ = ρ(i) of the
linear parameter varying (LPV) model
ẋ(t) = A(ρ)x(t)+Bu (ρ)u(t)+Bd (ρ)d(t)+Bf (ρ)f (t)
(3)
y(t) = C(ρ)x(t)+Du (ρ)u(t)+Dd (ρ)d(t)+Df (ρ)f (t)
(i)
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Fig. 4. Reconfigurable signal consolidation.
The Supervisor block processes the fault isolation information provided in the vector ι and makes suitable reconfiguration decisions by generating the reconfiguration
commands σs and σc . The reconfiguration of the signal
consolidation block occurs with σs in the case when the
full sensory information is lost for a category of signals
(AoA or Vc ). Then, according to the available healthy
measurements, a virtual sensor can be employed to provide
estimations of missing measurements. In the case of a total
failure of all AoA and Vc sensors, a controller reconfiguration command σc must be issued. For the implementation
of the supervisor, a simple event based logic can be used
to generate the reconfiguration commands.
3. SYNTHESIS METHODS FOR FAULT ISOLATION
AND ESTIMATION FILTERS
In this section we describe synthesis techniques which can
be used to solve the fault isolation problems for air data

where A(i) = A(ρ(i) ), Bu = Bu (ρ(i) ), etc. The corresponding TFMs for constant ρ from u(t), d(t) and f (t)
to y(t) are denoted by Gu (s, ρ), Gd (s, ρ), and Gf (s, ρ),
respectively.
In what follows, we assume that ρ has two components:
ρ1 ∈ Π1 , which is not measurable, and ρ2 ∈ Π2 , which is
measurable, and Π = Π1 × Π2 . The synthesis problem to
be formulated bellow attempts to solve basically a robust
fault detection problem with respect to ρ1 , while taking
advantage of the availability of ρ2 by attempting to achieve
robustness using an LPV gain scheduling approach.
To solve robust fault detection problems we use a LPV
residual generator (or fault detection filter) in the statespace form


y(t)
ẋQ (t) = AQ (ρ2 )xQ (t) + BQ (ρ2 )
u(t)


(4)
y(t)
r(t) = CQ (ρ2 )xQ (t) + DQ (ρ2 )
u(t)
where the matrices AQ (ρ2 ), BQ (ρ2 ), CQ (ρ2 ) , and DQ (ρ2 )
depend only on the gain scheduling variable ρ2 . The inputoutput form of the filter (4) is


y(s)
,
(5)
r(s) = Q(s, ρ2 )
u(s)

where the bolded quantities denote Laplace transformed
variables and Q(s, ρ2 ) is the corresponding TFM
Q(s, ρ2 ) = CQ (ρ2 )(sI − AQ (ρ2 ))−1 BQ (ρ2 ) + DQ (ρ2 )
The residual signal r(t) in (4) generally depends via the
system outputs y(t) of all system inputs u(t), d(t) and
f (t). By expressing y(s) in terms of TFMs, the resulting
residual generation system (5) becomes
r(s) = Ru (s, ρ)u(s) + Rd (s, ρ)d(s) + Rf (s, ρ)f (s) (6)
where
[ Ru (s, ρ) | Rd (s, ρ) | Rf (s, ρ) ] := Q(s, ρ2 )Ge (s, ρ)
with


Gu (s, ρ) Gd (s, ρ) Df
(7)
Ge (s, ρ) :=
0
0
Imu
For a successfully designed filter Q(s, ρ2 ), the corresponding residual generation system is proper with respect to
variable s, robustly stable and achieves specific fault detection requirements (e.g., exact or approximate decoupling
of control and disturbance inputs from the residuals).
We can now formulate the following Robust Fault Detection and Isolation Problem (RFDIP): For the multiplemodel description (2) and a given mf × mf diagonal
reference model Mr (s), determine a stable linear residual
generator in the LPV-form (4) such that for all ρ ∈ Π
(i) k[ Ru (s, ρ) Rd (s, ρ) ]k ≈ 0;
(ii) kRf (s, ρ) − Mr (s)k ≈ 0.
Here k · k denotes an appropriate TFM-norm.
Condition (i) requires that the control and disturbance
inputs are almost decoupled from the residual signal, while
(ii) imposes via the diagonal structure of Mr (s) that the
i-th residual component is only influenced by the i-fault
component and almost decoupled of the rest of faults.
This model matching formulation can be employed to
formulate the fault estimation problem, which requires the
complete reconstruction of the fault signal from the residual. Thus, the Robust Fault Estimation Problem (RFEP)
is a RFDIP with the special choice Mr (s) = Imf of the
reference model.
Weaker requirements in the formulations of the RFDIP
and RFEP are possible to facilitate the solution of
these problems. For example, to solve a RFDIP one can
only require that Rf (s, ρ) has (approximately) the same
zero/nonzero structure as Mr (s), which can be chosen simply the identity matrix, or even a (non-diagonal) rectangular structure matrix (with only 0/1 elements). A weaker
version of the RFEP is to impose only a diagonal structure
for Mr (s), with an arbitrarily selectable dynamics, such
that r(t) follows arbitrarily fast f (t).
3.2 Nullspace based solution of RFDIP
For the solution of the RFDIP we employ the nullspace
method based synthesis approach of Varga [2011b] to
design a bank of mf LPV fault detection filters with scalar
outputs, where the k-th filter approximately decouples all
control and disturbance inputs, as well as mf −1 faults and
is only sensitive to the k-th fault. For this purpose, we use a
multiple-model based synthesis framework, where we aim
to design for the i-th model in (2) (e.g., corresponding to
the parameter value ρ(i) ), mf scalar fault detection filters

(i)

Qk (s), k = 1, . . . , mf , which exactly decouples all control
and disturbance inputs, as well as mf −1 faults and is only
sensitive to the k-th fault. Using the parametrization result
(i)
of [Varga, 2011a], it is possible to determine Qk (s) with
a state-space realization of least order having the form


y(t)
(i)
(i)
(i)
ẋQk (t) = AQk xQk (t) + BQk
u(t)


(8)
y(t)
(i)
(i)
(i)
rk (t) = CQk xQk (t) + DQk
u(t)
where the matrices AQk and CQk are common to all N
models. If this goal can be achieved, then the N values
(i)
(i)
of matrices BQk and DQk can be employed to obtain
parametric representations for BQk (ρ2 ) and DQk (ρ2 ) (e.g.,
by employing robust parameter fitting techniques, see
[Varga, 2011a] for suitable methods). The k-th LPV filter
is obtained in the form


y(t)
ẋQk (t) = AQk xQk (t) + BQk (ρ2 )
u(t)


(9)
y(t)
rk (t) = CQk xQk (t) + DQk (ρ2 )
u(t)
while the resulting overall LPV filter in (4) is obtained by
stacking the k resulting LPV filters and has the state-space
matrices 



BQ1 (ρ2 )
AQ 1
..




..
AQ (ρ2 ) = 

 , BQ (ρ2 ) = 
.
.


CQ (ρ2 ) = 

AQmf


CQ1
.. 
. ,
CQmf

BQmf (ρ2 )

DQ1 (ρ2 )
..


DQ (ρ2 ) = 

.
DQmf (ρ2 )


3.3 Optimization based solution of RFEP
To solve the RFEP (thus also the RFDIP), we employ an
optimization based technique to solve mf associated model
matching problems by assuming the form (9) for the k-th
filter. In this case, the matrices AQk and CQk can be set to
nominal synthesis values, while for BQk (ρ2 ) := BQk (θ, ρ2 )
and DQk (ρ2 ) := DQk (θ, ρ2 ) we can assume a certain
type of parametric dependence of a parameter vector θ
(e.g., affine). Then, a convex optimization approach can
be formulated to minimize simultaneously the norms in (i)
and (ii) for the k-th detector, using the following multiobjective minimization based worst-case formulation
min max{k[ Ru (s, ρ) Rd (s, ρ) ]k, kRfk (s, ρ)−ek k} (10)
θ

ρ∈Π

where Rfk (s, ρ) and ek are the k-th rows of matrix Rf (s, ρ)
and of the identity matrix Imf , respectively. Suitable computational tools based on the method developed in [Apkarian and Noll, 2006] to solve this non-smooth optimization
problem are available in the Robust Control Toolbox of
Matlab (function systune in the 2013b version).
4. ROBUST CONTROLLER DESIGN METHODS
In this section we describe optimization-based techniques
suitable to solve robust control synthesis problems using
fixed structure controller. For the design of a backup
robust longitudinal controller to be used in the case of

simultaneous failure of all air data sensors, we use an
optimisation based multi-objective tuning approach of the
controller parameters as described in [Joos, 1999] using
the associated software tools [Joos et al., 2002]. Important
features of this methodology are that various kinds of
design objectives can be taken into account in their most
natural form via appropriately formulated mathematical
criteria (e.g., initial response, overshoot, settling time),
while the robustness requirements can be addressed using
various types of synthesis models (e.g., multiple linearized
models, LPV models, nonlinear parametric simulation
models, etc.). The main appeal of the multi-objective
optimisation, as a computer aided design technique, is its
ability to handle several (potentially) conflicting design
goals simultaneously, and finding the best compromising
solution using the computed Pareto-optimal solutions.
This technique can also serve for robustness assessment
purposes, by finding “worst-case” parameter combinations
to decide whether a design is robust or not.
Let ci (θ, ρ), i ∈ I (e.g., I = {1, . . . , Nc }) be a set of criteria
depending on the tuning parameters θ ∈ Θ and uncertain
parameters ρ ∈ Π, where Θ defines the admissible tuning
parameter space and Π is the set of uncertain parameter
values. For example, the previously defined discrete-set
Π = {ρ(1) , . . . , ρ(N ) } naturally allows a multiple-model
based problem formulation. To find satisfactory compromising values for the tuning variable θ in presence of
uncertainties in ρ, we can solve a scalar weighted min-max
optimisation problem of the form


ci (θ, ρ)
min max
,
θ∈Θ i∈Is ,ρ∈Π
di
(11)
subject to max ci (θ, ρ) ≤ di for i ∈ I \ Is
ρ∈Π

where the weighting factors di > 0 for the i-th criterion
can be interpreted either as a demand (or soft constraint)
for i ∈ Is or a hard constraint for i ∈ I \ Is .
The above min-max multi-criteria optimisation problem
can be reformulated as a smooth nonlinear programming
problem (NLP) with inequality and simple bounds constraints. This NLP-problem can then be solved by using available solvers as those presented in [Joos et al.,
2002]. Besides efficient gradient-based solvers (well-suited
primarily for smooth problems), less efficient, but usually
more robust gradient-free direct-search based solvers are
available to address problems with non-smooth or noisy
criteria. Such kind of criteria often occur when engineering
design specification are directly translated into optimisation criteria or when truncation errors manifest in the
criteria (e.g., from numerical simulation, approximations,
etc.). To overcome the problem of local minima to some
extent, global strategies based on statistical or deterministic search methods and evolutionary computing can be
alternatively or additionally used.
Fixed structure constant longitudinal controllers have
been tuned in [Puyou and Ezerzere, 2012] by solving nonsmooth H∞ optimization problems in frequency domain
using the methods developed in [Apkarian and Noll, 2006]
for multiple-models. However, handling stability or time
response constraints (as overshoot, settling-time, etc.) requires special tricks (e.g., definition of suitable reference
models or weighting functions). Also, these methods can-

not be used when the underlying plant is nonlinear or is a
black box model (e.g., a precompiled Simulink block).
5. SETUP OF THE RECONFIGURABLE
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL SYSTEM
A set of N = 214 linear models of the form (2) describing
the open-loop linearized aircraft longitudinal dynamics
have been used for synthesis purposes. The models have
been generated in different nominal trim conditions, which
are defined by values of the aircraft weight w, center of
gravity position Xcg , velocity Vc and altitude h. All models
have order n = 5 with the states: AoA α, pitch rate q,
ground speed Vg , pitch angle θ and aircraft altitude h.
Beside the five states, the output vector y of dimension
p = 8 includes the vertical velocity Vz and the normal
accelerations of the aircraft, Nx and Nz , in the x and z
directions, respectively. The elements of the input vector
u of dimension mu = 5 are the horizontal stabilizer
position δhs and the four elevator deflections (left inner,
left outer, right inner, right outer) δe,i , with i = 1, . . . , 4.
As measurable parameters the weight w and the center of
gravity Xcg of the aircraft are available and can be used
for controller or fault detection filter gain scheduling. A
wind input along x-axis is included together with additive
sensor fault inputs in all α and Vg measurements (recall
the existing triplex redundancy). Note that these faults
represent simultaneously the additive faults in the α and
Vc sensors (only in no wind condition). In all designs we
used md = 1 and mf = 2.
5.1 Setup of robust FDI filters
For the design of the residual generators, a nullspace-based
approach described in Section 3 has been applied using
the 214 linear open-loop models. For each of the three αg
and three Vg measurements, a residual filter with a scalar
output has been determined. The nullspace method reveals
that for all 214 models, zero order filters (i.e., pure gains
(i)
(i)
with only DQ1 and DQ2 nonzero in (8)) can be used to
detect and isolate the sensor faults. For example, to isolate
(i)
AoA sensor faults, the corresponding residual signal r1 is
(i)

r1 = α(i) − θ(i) + Vz(i) /Vc(i)
and expresses the static relationship among the flight-path
angle γ ≈ Vz /Vc , the AoA α and the pitch angle θ.
For the synthesis of the FDI systems in Fig. 3, a diagonal
structure matrix can be automatically achieved for each
pair of measurements (α, Vg ), by simply excluding the
speed measurements when detecting faults in the AoA sensors, and similarly, by excluding the AoA measurements
when detecting Vc sensor faults. When monitoring AoA
sensor faults, ρ2 = (w, Xcg , h) has been used as scheduling
variable, while ρ1 = Vc as uncertain non-measurable parameter for which robustness of isolation must be guaranteed. When monitoring Vc faults, we employed additionally Vc as scheduling variable, taking into account that
false alarms can be avoided as long as Vc is a healthy
measurement, while faulty Vc will additionally amplify the
model mismatch, and thus help in the detection of faults.
The validation of this gain scheduling concept will require
further analysis of the FDD system in a closed-loop aircraft
control configuration.

As example, we consider the design of a robust fault
isolation filter for an AoA sensor, which must be robust
against any velocity change. A hybrid gain scheduling has
been adopted, where a continuous LPV model based gain
scheduling is strived for w and Xcg , while a discrete gain
scheduling is employed for h using 5 distinct values of the
altitude. As the filter parameters are nearly constant for a
fixed altitude, but vary strongly with any altitude change,
this approach appears to be the most suited to ensure the
robustness of fault isolation.
A robust FDI filter is designed as follows. Assume there
are N2 distinct combinations of values of ρ2 = (w, Xcg , h)
(j)
in Π, and to each value ρ2 , j = 1, . . . , N2 there are
(j)
Kj values of Vc . First, we determine for each value ρ2
a constant residual filter which provides robust isolation
performance for Kj values of Vc . This can be done by using
the optimization-based approach described in Section 3.3,
(j)
where in the optimization problem (10), θ is the gain DQ1
and worst case search is performed over the Kj values
of Vc . To speed up the computation, the search can be
initialized using the gain computed with the nullspace
based approach for one of the intervening models. In a
second step, for each distinct value h(i) of h, a fitting
technique is applied to obtain a parametric form of the
(i)
corresponding gain DQ1 (ρ̃2 ) of the filter, where ρ̃2 =
(w, Xcg ). Satisfactory performance can be achieved by
enforcing an affine dependence of the parameters in ρ̃2 . A
(i)
similar approach can be employed to determine DQ2 (ρ̃2 ).
In Fig. 5 simulation results are presented, which illustrate
the robustness of the FDI of AoA faults using the designed
gain scheduling based residual generator. In the first diagram, the residual response to a typical dynamic load factor command maneuver is depicted, where a deviation of
δNz = 0.4g from the trim position over 15s is commanded
by the pilot. The results show that for all variations in
the velocity, weight and altitude, the residual remains
relatively small. In the second diagram the response to
a typical wind turbulence with a standard deviation of
σ = 2knots is depicted. Satisfactory decoupling is maintained for all points in the flight envelope. The third
diagram shows the response to a slow AoA sensor drift
with a freezing at 4deg. In this case a suitable threshold
can be easily selected, enabling the detection of the fault
while avoiding false alarms.
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information used by all reconfigurable blocks of the FTC
system in Fig. 1. No reconfiguration is performed as long
as at least one AoA sensor and at least one Vc sensor
are healthy. Thus, two simultaneous AoA sensor faults
and/or two simultaneous Vc faults can be easily accommodated, just employing the available isolation information
in vectors ια and ιVc to perform the signal consolidation
according to (1). These situations can not be managed
by pure (voting) signal based consolidation schemes, and
completely wrong results are obtained in the (highly improbable) case when two sensor faults are equal.
Figure 6 shows the simulation results of such a double AoA
sensor failure at time tf during the typical load factor
maneuver. The simple signal based signal consolidation
cannot isolate the faults, leading to a erroneous consolidated AoA signal (red plot). In the case of model based
FDI, the two faulty sensors are correctly isolated after a
short interval (about 1s) at time td and switched off. The
faulty signal consolidation can be thus fully corrected after
td , by using the remaining healthy sensor (green plot).
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Fig. 6. Signal consolidation for simultaneous AoA faults
5.2 Setup of virtual sensors
The fault isolation information provided by the FDD
system in Fig. 3 (via ια and ιVc ) serves to fully assess
the status of all sensors (i.e., faulty or healthy) and allows
to appropriately reconfigure the signal consolidation block
in Fig. 4 or the controller block (i.e., by switching to a
backup controller in the case of total failure). In the case
when all sensors of a category are faulty, but at least one
sensor is healthy in the other category, then, in principle, a
virtual sensor can be devised to replace the missing sensory
information. For example, in the case of failures of all AoA
sensors, a virtual measurement α̂ can be computed as
α̂ = α − fˆα
(12)
ˆ
where fα is an estimation of the AoA fault signal fα in the
α measurement employing any healthy measurement of Vc .
Similarly it is possible to reconstruct Vc if at least one
AoA sensor is healthy. The estimated values of the AoA
can serve to maintain the AoA protection in the normal
control law, while the estimated value of Vc can serve for
gain scheduling purposes.

20

Fig. 5. Residual signal responses to load factor command,
wind disturbance and sensor fault
The FDD system in Fig. 3 consists practically of 6 independently working FDI filters, which deliver the isolation

The solution of the fault estimation problem for any of the
214 models using the nullspace method revealed that a zero
order fault estimator can be locally employed. Therefore,
we used a fault estimator of the parametric form


y(t)
ˆ
fα = Dα (ρ2 )
u(t)

where ρ2 = (Vc , w, Xcg , h) serves as scheduling variable.
An optimization-based tuning procedure, completely similar to that employed in the previous section, has be used
to determine Dα (ρ2 ) by assuming an affine dependence of
the scheduling parameters.
In Fig. 7 simulation results are presented for a threefold
AoA sensor failure occurring at tf during a typical load
factor maneuver. After the detection of total failure at td ,
the supervisor switches from the sensor signal consolidation scheme (1) to the virtual sensor (12). The results show
that the absolute estimation error (red plot) stays in the
limit of 1deg, providing a satisfactory estimate of the AoA
and enabling to further keep the AoA protection law.
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Fig. 7. Switching to an estimated AoA value
5.3 Tuning of a robust backup controller
We consider the tuning of the inner control loop of a
longitudinal flight control system with the goal of achieving a satisfactory short-term longitudinal dynamics of the
aircraft. Several approaches to design longitudinal flight
controllers are surveyed in [Puyou and Ezerzere, 2012],
where a tuning method of a constant longitudinal controller with fixed structure is proposed using non-smooth
optimization techniques. In this section we describe an
alternative tuning approach employing the multiple-model
framework which is based on general purpose solvers for
multi-objective optimization problems available in the
MOPS tool [Joos et al., 2002]. Two advantages with respect to the more specialized non-smooth optimization
based tuning techniques were instrumental for our choice:
the possibility to address arbitrary type of criteria (including time responses based criteria) and to employ arbitrary
parameter dependent synthesis models (e.g., nonlinear aircraft simulation model).
We chose as backup inner loop controller a C ∗ control law
of a special form which computes the equivalent elevator
command ue (t) employing qf , the filtered pitch rate q, the
handling quality related signal C ∗ (t) = Nz (t) − 1 + Vm q(t)
(built using the vertical load factor Nz (t) and velocity
factor Vm ), and the equivalent pilot performance reference
∗
(t) built from the commanded load factor
demand Cref
∗
(t) are generated using
Nzc (t). The signals qf (t) and Cref
first-order lead-lag filters as
T qs + 1
T cs + 1
qf (s) = kq 1q
q(s), C∗ref (s) = kc 1c
Nz (s)
T2 s + 1
T2 s + 1 c
The employed C ∗ control law has the form

ue (t) = qf (t) + k1 C ∗ (t) + k2
∗
+k3 Cref
(t)

Z

t
∗
(C ∗ (τ )−Cref
(τ ))dτ

0

(13)

The equivalent elevator command ue (t) has to be allocated
on the existing control surfaces (i.e., the stabilizer and 4
the elevators). The free tuning parameters employed in the
C ∗ control law are collected in the 10-dimensional vector
θ := [ kq , T1q , T2q , Vm , k1 , k2 , k3 , kc , T1c , T2c ]
and their optimal setting is the goal of the controller
tuning.
The following criteria, depending on the tuning parameter
θ and nonmeasurable uncertain parameter ρ := ρ1 =
(w, Xcg , Vc , h), have been used assuming a step signal for
the demanded load factor Nzc (t):
Rt
• c1 (θ, ρ) = t0f (Nz (τ ) − Nzref (τ ))2 dτ , representing the
integral of the squared regulation error over a time
interval of interest [t0 , tf ] (to be minimized), where
Nzref (τ ) is a reference load factor, t0 is the initial
time and tf is the final time when the steady state is
presumably achieved;
• c2 (θ, ρ) = maxt∈[t0 , tf ] |(q(t)−q(tf ))/q(tf )|, representing the overshoot of q(t); constrained to c2 (θ, ρ) < 0.3;
• c3 (θ, ρ) representing the settling time for Nz (t), constrained to 5 ≤ c3 (θ, ρ) ≤ 6;
• c4 (θ, ρ) = |q̇(tf )|; constrained to c4 (θ, ρ) < 0.01.
The constraint on c4 serves as a stability enforcing requirement, while the bounds on c2 and c3 are requirements
formulated in the RECONFIGURE Benchmark Problem.
To setup and solve the underlying multi-objective optimisation problem DLRs proprietary software environment
MOPS [Joos, 1999] has been used. Instead using all 214
models for controller tuning purposes, an iterative procedure has been used to arrive to a set of representative
design cases which can serve for the controller tuning.
Starting with a few different load or flight cases and
arbitrary initial values for the tuning parameters, efficient
local search based optimization algorithms (e.g., pattern
search and SQP methods) have been employed for tuning. A full assessment of performance requirements has
been performed for all available flight and load cases, to
determine possible violations of the design requirements.
If there existed cases with unsatisfactory behavior, these
have been added to the current set of design cases and the
optimization run has been repeated. After a few iterations,
a set of nine design cases has been found which ensured
satisfactory performance over all possible design cases. For
the selected cases, the local optimization based tuning
algorithm needed not more than 200 criteria evaluations
(about 20 minutes on a usual desktop PC) to obtain
satisfactory solutions fulfilling all constraints.
Typical C ∗ responses illustrating the excellent robustness
of the optimally tuned C ∗ control law are presented in
Fig. 8 for the selected 9 design cases defined by the corresponding values of the uncertain parameters ρ1 . The
requirement for the overshoot in q is fully fulfilled, as
illustrated in Fig. 9 for the same cases. The Nz responses
for a Nzc step, shown in Fig. 10, exhibit a certain scattering
of the settling values, and contrast with the better performance achieved by the gain scheduling based normal law.

This is however an expected performance degradation due
to using a non-scheduled control law with only constant
parameters.
4.5

4

3.5

3

C*

2.5

2

1.5

1

still preliminary, they clearly demonstrate the possibility
of using of a constant robust backup controller, without
any gain scheduling. However, better performance can be
expected by adding gain scheduling with respect to weight
and/or center of gravity position, or even altitude or Mach
number. A further refining of the control law, could be to
perform the parameter tuning using the nonlinear aircraft
dynamics model (instead of multiple linearized models),
with built-in robustness guaranties by handling constraints
via global worst-case search based techniques. Further
work will also address the assessment of the overall FDDFTC performance using a full scale closed-loop nonlinear
simulation model of the aircraft.
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6. CONCLUSION
We presented results for the design of the components of a
proposed reconfigurable longitudinal flight control system
which ensures satisfactory control performance even in the
case of partial or total loss of air data sensory information.
Linear multiple models based synthesis frameworks have
been used for setting up both the underlying FDD systems
as well as of a robust backup longitudinal control law.
Additional increases in the FDD performce (e.g., lower
detection thresholds) can be expected by employing better
LPV-approximations (e.g., based on optimal fitting) for
the residual generators. Although the results regarding
the tuning of a robust backup longitudinal controller are
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